In this paper the color images with dim regions have been enhanced by using modified histogram equalization (MHE) algorithm. This technique uses the lightness component in YIQ color space is transformed using sigmoid function, then the traditional histogram equalization (HE) method is applied on Y component. A relationship between the mean and the average of standard deviation for images have been done for images with dim regions and select regions in these images, as well the histogram to examine the efficiency of the work. The result of MHE method has been compared with the result of other method like Adaptive Integrated Neighborhood Dependent Approach for Nonlinear Enhancement of Color Images (AINDANE) and traditional histogram equalization algorithm. All algorithms has implemented using program (Matlab). The suggestion algorithm appeared good enhancement for both regions with moderate and low lightness (dim region) compared with others algorithms.
Introduction
A common and often serious discrepancy exists between recorded color images and the direct observation of scenes. Human perception excels at constructing a visual representation with vivid color and detail across the wide range of photometric levels due to lighting variations. In addition, human vision computes color so as to be relatively independent of spectral variations in illumination [1] .
When attempting to display an image on a display device, either the low intensity areas (dim region), which are underexposed, or the high intensity areas, which are overexposed, cannot be seen. To handle this problem, various image processing techniques have been developed. Some of them are simple methods such as histogram equalization, gamma adjustment, and logarithmic method. Histogram equalization and its variations have traditionally been used to correct for uniform lighting and exposure problems. This technique is based on the idea of remapping the histogram of the scene to a histogram that has a near-uniform probability density function. This results in reassigning dark regions to brighter values and bright regions to darker values. Histogram equalization works well for scenes that have unimodal or weakly bi-modal histograms (i.e. very dark, or very bright), but not so well for those images with strong bi-modal histograms (i.e. scenes that contain very dark and very bright regions) [2] .
A number of researches have been conducted to study the contrast and lightness color image enhancement in different ways, in the following some of these studies as following: 1. D. J. Jobson, Z. Rahman, and G. A.
Woodell 1996: introduced new algorithm to improve the brightness, contrast and sharpness of an image. It performs a nonlinear spatial/ spectral transform that provides simultaneous dynamic range compression [3] . This method is compared with other enhancement Techniques like Histogram equalization and homomorphic filtering [2] . 2. B. V. Funt, K. Barnard, M. Brockington, and V.Cardei 1997: have investigated the Multi-Scale Retinex algorithm approach to image enhancement, they explained the effect of processing from theoretical standpoint [4] , and in the same year they modified the multi-scale retinex approach to image enhancement such that the processing is more justified from a theoretical standpoint they suggested a new algorithm with fewer arbitrary parameters and prove it is more flexible [5] The analyzing these images was done statistically by finding the statistics distribution and studying the relations between the mean and the standard deviation of the color compound (RGB) and light component (L) for the image as whole and for the extracted homogeneous regions. Also he studied the contrast of image edges depending on sobel operator in neighbor area to the edges and studied the contrast as function for edge finding threshold. He found the Hotbird has the best results [8] .
Histogram Equalization
A global technique that works well for a wide variety of images is histogram equalization If lightness levels are continuous quantities normalized to the range (0, 1), and p r (r) denotes the probability density function (PDF) of the lightness levels in a given image, where the subscript is used for differentiating between the PDFs of the input and output images. Suppose that we perform the following transformation on the input levels to obtain output (processed) intensity levels [9] , Where w is a dummy variable of integration. The probability density function of the output levels is uniform, such that [4] :
When dealing with discrete quantities, we will work with histograms, and call the preceding technique histogram equalization, such that [9] : Where n j being the number of pixel with intensity j and n is the total number of pixels of the image. Matlab code (1): HE algorithm.
AINDNE Algorithm
Adaptive Integrated Neighborhood Dependent Approach for Nonlinear Enhancement of Color Images (AINDANE) [7] is an algorithm to improve the visual quality of digital images captured under extremely low or uniform lightening conditions. it is composed of three main parts: The image information according to human vision behavior can be simplified and formulated as [7] : is the illumination at each position ) , ( y x , the luminance L is assumed to be contained in the low frequency component of the image while the reflectance R, mainly represents the high frequency components of the image. For estimation of illumination, the result of Gaussian low-pass filter applied on the intensity image is used. In spatial domain, this process is a 2D discrete convolution with a Gaussian kernel which can be expressed as:
... (9)
The I c is image convolution, symbol  denotes convolution. ) , , ( c y x F Gaussian surrounds function that is calculated by: This transformation can largely increase the luminance for the dark pixels, Fig.(1) illustrate the relationship graphically. b. contrast enhancement: is done by Centersurround contrast enhancement by using [7] : Where p constant can be manually adjusted by users to tune the contrast enhancement process generally its value is ( 2 5 . 0   p ) it dependent on the global standard deviation of the input intensity image. According to this method, if the center pixel's intensity is higher than the average intensity of surrounding pixels, the corresponding pixel on the intensity-enhanced image will be pulled up, otherwise it will be pulled down. In fact, this process is an intensity transformation process. Considering the enhanced-intensity pixels are in the range [0 1] and the power of these pixels as in Fig.(2) . c. Color restoration: a linear color restoration process is applied, it is based on the chromatic information of the original image. It is applied to convert the enhanced intensity image to RGB color image. The (r',g',b') of the restored color image are obtained by [2] : Where y is lightness component, i,q are chromatic components.In second step is transformed normalized lightness value by using sigmoid function that is given by [12] : Third step is applied HE on modify lightness component, the processing lightness component Y P has been get form this step.
Finally inverse transformation from YIQ to RGB color space calculated in Y p IQ that is given by [10] : The stages of MHE algorithm are shown in Fig.(4) .
Matlab code (4): MHE algorithm implementation
Measurement of Image Quality
Some researchers in NASA Langley research center [13] concluded heuristics to measure quality of the image, proposed the idea that good visual representations seem to be based upon some combination of high regional visual lightness and contrast. To compute the regional parameters, we divide the image into non overlapping blocks that are 50×50 pixels. For each block, the mean (I) and a standard deviation (σ) are computed, and then taking the mean of them I and  as shown in Fig.(5) .
Fig. (5) Image quality description [13].
If the points tend to visual optimal region the image has higher quality of lightness and contrast, whereas if  (without I ) is increased it makes image has insufficient lightness, but if I (without  ) is increased it makes insufficient contrast in the image.
Discussion and Conclusions
The images used in this study are illustrated in Fig.(6) [14] . These images were enhanced using different algorithms as shown in Figs. (7 & 11) , the best enhancement has obtained when using MHE algorithm in both regions (dim and moderate lightness). In images enhancement by Li algorithm, this algorithm has succeeded in increasing the lightness to a great degree but not the same degree in contrast, in image enhanced by HE algorithm in color of some regions was significantly shafted due to the processing on basic components RGB with high corrections. The histograms in Figs. (7 & 11) showed the modified method (MHE algorithm), this algorithm was enabled to increase both lightness and contrast in images. Figs. (8 & 12) shown the positions of select regions in original images and its histograms whereas Figs. (10 and 14) show the histogram of enhanced images, we can note the behavior of distribution is similar in histograms of all images and this reflected in relationship between mean of local standard deviations and mean for images and select regions in it is illustrated in (9 and 13) the points of MHE tend to visual optimal region compared with other points. We can conclusion the MHE is robust method to enhanced color image with deferent lightness levels. Image (II)
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